Thurstan Young is Metadata Standards Analyst at the British Library; Kathy Glennan
is Head of Authorities and Specialty Cataloging at the University of Maryland, and is
also the American Library Association representative to the Joint Steering Committee
for Development of RDA.
They were part of the team that ran the Jane-athon preconference. This presentation
summarizes the event and shares some insights.

The world’s first hackathon to create RDA/RDF data about Jane Austen and her
works was held on January 30 2015. The preconference was sponsored by ALA
Publishing and organized by the RDA Technical Development Team.
The participants had hands-on experience with the RDA model using RIMMF, RDA in
Many Metadata Formats.
The end result was expanding the corpus, or “r-ball”, of linked data focused on the
RDA Person entity, Jane Austen.
The “r” in “r-ball” can represent any one of a number of “r”s:
RIMMF
RDA
RDF
Resource
Record
or any combination of the above!

RIMMF uses entity records, representing persons, works, manifestations, etc., and
shows the relationships among entities through links and other visualizations, as per
the RDA model

Over the course of the last 6 months or so, RIMMF has also been enhanced to
import MARC21 legacy records, permit enhancement of those records,
support addition of born RDA data, and export that data as RDA/RDF linked
data.

These are the primary goals for the Jane-athon.

This screen shot of a RIMMF r-tree (or relationship tree) shows a view of the Jane
base r-ball before the Jane-athon, when it contained 75 entity records:
15 records for works
37 expression records
15 manifestation records
8 person records
Here you can see Jane’s name record and the works that she has written. Entries
with a plus sign indicate that there are additional relationships, which RIMMF lets you
expand.

The r-ball grew from 75 RDA entity records to 756 entity records, all associated with
Jane Austen in some way.

As expected, most of the resources were volumes containing text, but there were a
few interesting carriers and content in the mix.

The end result was that 681 additional entity records were added to the
JaneBase r-ball, created by the participants given in this breakdown.

One of the major challenges was for participants to “think in RDA” and not use
any MARC-based pragmatic solutions, such as provider-neutral records, or
recording ISBNs for different manifestations on the same record. RIMMF
shows how RDA intends these types of relationships to be handled in a
different way.
It was also important to figure out which element belonged with which entity,
so the data could be entered in the appropriate form. For example, illustrations
are at the Expression level, not the Manifestation level.
And, speaking of Expressions, participants had to remember that Expression
records were needed, even though they generally are not created in the
current MARC environments.
Simply getting used to working with and linking multiple entity forms was
another challenge: some felt this was just a matter of practice: "it will get better
as I get used to it", others asked, "why should I have to know this stuff"

The real challenge, here, is for the designers of Next Generation cataloger
and user interfaces to make this as simple as possible for their users
And, most importantly, the whole point of the day was to relate everything to
Jane and her works.

Choosing the most useful relationship designators was a hot topic, but the
group tasked with relating Jane realia found that 'challenge' the most
interesting, suggesting the need for at least one new relationship designator:
“inspired by”.
Another designation suggestion from that table was for “depicted by”.
Participants were using the new subject relationship element that is to be
officially released in the April release of the RDA Toolkit.
Question: Are “inspired by” and “depicted by” both subject relationships?
These issues and many others will be considered by the new Technical
Working Group on Designators

As participants created records in RIMMF, questions arose about the
RDA/FRBR model.
A super-work might relate Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind with the
motion picture, for example.
A super-expression could record the attributes known about all expressions
that fall into a single category, such as all of the French translations of Hamlet.
It kept coming up throughout the day that many resources are not simply
single works, but are actually multiple aggregated works in a single resource
(e.g., Emma edited, and/or with an introduction, and/or with illustrations, and/or
with a preface and a different introduction), currently can be handled as
different expressions--is this the best way to go?
All of the complexities of these aggregates will be investigated by the new JSC
Aggregates Working Group.

Go to the Jane-athon site using the link on next slide to find these and many
more issues and discussions.
The enhanced Jane r-ball will also be made available on that site, shortly after
ALA Midwinter.
We encourage you to download a copy of the enhanced Jane r-ball and add to
it yourself, or to host your own Jane-athon (or Star Wars-athon, or whatever!).

These are the links to more information about the Jane-athon, RIMMF3, rballs, and the RDA Registry that supplies the linked data representation of
RDA.

